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Legislative Update, 2018 SPRING INSIGHT
By Sabeen Kalyan-Masih, Capital Impact Group
The Murphy Administration and Cabinet
On January 16th, Governor Murphy was sworn in as New Jersey’s 56th governor, outlining his list of priorities
for his first few months in office, including plans for a millionaire’s tax, the legalization of recreational marijuana,
and combatting some of President Trump’s federal initiatives such as protecting Dreamers in the Garden State.
Governor Murphy has successfully delivered on his promise of making his cabinet as diverse as the state that it
represents, and it is one of the most diverse cabinets in the country.
Eleven women sit on Murphy’s cabinet, including Zakiya Smith Ellis, to serve as the Secretary of Higher Education, former U.S. Army Captain B. Sue Fulton, to serve as the head of the Motor Vehicle Commission, state
treasury official Deirdre Webster Cobb to serve as the Civil Service Commissioner, former State Assemblywoman Elizabeth Muoio to serve as Treasurer, former State Assemblywoman Marlene Caride to serve as Commissioner of the Department of Banking and Insurance, former New Jersey Turnpike Authority Executive Director
Diane Gutierrez-Scaccetti to be transportation commissioner, attorney and former Passaic County Freeholder
Tahesha Way, as Secretary of State, Environmental lawyer Catherine McCabe as the Department of Environmental Protection Commissioner, Christine Norbut Beyer as Children and Families Commissioner, Carole Johnson
as Human Services Commissioner, and Murphy’s Lieutenant Governor, Sheila Oliver, as the Community Affairs
Commissioner.
Other cabinet picks include Bergen County Prosecutor Gurbir Grewal as Attorney General, Asbury Park Superintendent Lamont Repollet as head of the Department of Education, former U.S. Veterans Affairs official in the
Obama Administration, Shereef Elnahal to head the Department of Health, Robert Asaro-Angelo, previously
under Obama to head the Department of Labor and Workforce Development, Colonel Jemal Beale to serve as
Adjutant General, fomer CIA agent Jared Maples as Homeland Security Director, Douglas Fisher as Agriculture
Secretary, and Joe Fiordaliso as president of the Board of Public Utilities.
Colonel Patrick Callahan is expected to be named Superintendent of the State Police, and former Corrections
Commissioner Gary Lanigan under the Christie Administration, is expected to serve in the same role in this
administration.

New Legislative Session

Legislative Update Continued...

The 218th Legislature convened on January 9th, with the swearing in of Senate President Sweeney (D-3), and the
newly selected Assembly Speaker, Craig Coughlin (D-19). Also in the upper house both Senator Loretta Weinberg (D-37) as Majority Leader, and Tom Kean Jr. (R-21) as Minority Leader were reconfirmed. In the lower
house both Assemblyman Lou Greenwald (D-6) and Assemblyman Jon Bramnick (R-21) were reconfirmed as
their respective parties’ Minority Leaders.
Eleven new members of the Assembly took the oath of office in January, including Assemblyman John Armato
(R-2), Assemblywoman Carol Murphy (D-7), Assemblyman Ryan Peters (R-8), Assemblywoman Serena DiMaso
(R-13), Assemblywoman Verlina Reynolds-Jackson (D-15), Assemblyman Roy Freiman D-16), Assemblywoman
Yvonne Lopez (D-19), Assemblyman Harold Wirths (R-24), Assemblywoman Shanique Speight (D-29), Assemblywoman Britnee Timberlake (D-34), Assemblyman Chris DePhillips (R-40).
Five new members State Senate took the oath of office in January, include Senator Chris Brown (D-2), Senator
Troy Singleton (D-7), Senator Vin Gopal (D-11), Senator Declan O’Scanlon (R-13), Senator Joe Cryan (D-20).
Pension
In February, Governor Murphy held his first “Ask the Governor” monthly event where the public can call and
question the plans of the administration. Funding the pension system was a priority issue, especially since this
was a priority for the governor during his campaign. Governor Murphy says that though it will be a slow process, he plans on using additional revenue from the legalization and taxation of recreational marijuana and the
millionaires tax to help close the $134 billion debt the pension currently holds.
Governor Murphy’s detailed budget for FY 2019 will be revealed later in March, detailing his strategy to fund
pension, increase pension revenue for the state, and outline his spending plan. His plan will then be reviewed
in the Assembly and Senate Budget Committees, and each house and the Governor have until July 1 to agree on
and sign the budget for the next fiscal year, into law.

A Great Friend and Attorney
By George Christie
David Fox was a long time labor attorney from Newark NJ when I first met him. He was prominent and highly respected in the labor field. He agreed to help PANJ even though we had a
mountain to climb. We were still 21 separate counties and no one had to pay union dues as there
was no agency fee at that time.
PANJ was signing counties up one at a time and we owed David money for his services that we
could not afford to pay. However, David never complained or refused to work for us knowing
full well if PANJ lost the elections he would not have been fully compensated.
He and I went before the Senate Judiciary Committee, who
was willing to allow the State takeover of the courts without
question until PANJ protested with David’s assistance.
A Committee was formed with the Judiciary and labor to
produce the Letter of Agreement. David represented PANJ
in those negotiations. The outcome was to establish negotiable rights for labor in the Judiciary. The Letter of Agreement
was a fundamental and essential foundation for the many
rights PANJ members enjoy today. The document is still referred to in grievances and representing our members.
After the Letter of Agreement, David represented PANJ in
the union battles to become majority representative of Probation Officers and Supervisors. He was very well known
and respected at PERC and a formidable foe for the powerful
CWA lawyers.

At the time, we represented enough Officers to qualify for the election. When it was over, PANJ
was the majority representative. Now every officer was in PANJ throughout the State. PANJ had
bargaining rights, but still needed people to sign on.
The AOC was happy to leave the salaries in place in each county. Officers in the South were paid
much less than their counterparts in the North. David was not hearing any of that and filed a
federal lawsuit for discrimination. The AOC tried to make the argument that the cost of living
was less in South Jersey. David proved them wrong and PANJ was granted the ability to equalize
salaries. It was a complex and difficult case, but David was able to get the result PANJ needed.
David did a masterful job negotiating raises and better salaries for all members. He led us in the
fight to be the majority representative for supervisors in a heated dispute with CWA and again
PANJ was successful thanks to David.
David loved representing Firefighters, Probation Officers and other public employees.
It was his passion to improve the lives of civil services employees. These accomplishments
do not even scratch the surface of the totality of what PANJ owes to David Fox.
He was a generous, giving, loyal great and most important a friend.
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Brothers and Sisters,
A happy 2018 soon to be spring to all. There is room to be cautiously
optimistic in 2018. Governor Murphy and Lt Governor Sheila Oliver
were sworn in January. I hope their inauguration serves as a much
needed spring cleaning which has not happened for the last 8 years. It
should not be hard to sweep the previous Governor’s approval rating
of 13% into the dust pan for disposal. New Jersey has a Democratic
Governor and Legislator. While that can be good and bad, hopefully
it will serve to get New Jersey back on track. New Jersey has been at
the bottom of economic growth throughout the country over the last
8 years. It has ranked 48th to 50th in the country, despite the optimistic picture painted by the previous governor. New policies should be
developed and implemented for economic growth and hopefully the
Public Employment Relations Commission will be restored to the fair
and independent agency that it is supposed to be and the Civil Service
Commission will be able to implement rules that assist employees,
rather than gutting rules that adversely affect employees, negatively.
The next few months will be busy and telling. PANJ will be pushing our
agenda forward on behalf of our members.
In Solidarity,
Dwight Covaleskie
PANJ, President
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Brothers and Sisters,

Welcome to the Spring Edition of the Insight. The end of March
brings the promise of so many things: more sun, longer days and
hopefully the end of snow. I am hoping all the Nor’easters and snow
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES are behind us and we can start to enjoy some spring weather. Our
annual golf outing is coming up on May 14th at Mercer Oaks and we
Region 1
hope to see everyone out on the course. All the proceeds go to the EdAnne Dutton, Morris
Brenda Jones, Essex
ucation Fund for the scholarships that we award at the annual PANJMiriam Abreu-Borchert, Hudson  
EF Conference in November. We encourage all members and their
families and friends who golf to join us. If you do not golf and want to
Region 2
join us for dinner only, please reach out to Susan Stott (sstott@panj.
John Papp, AOC
Stephanie Hennessey, Mercer
org) for more information. All the support given by our PANJ locals is
Nicholas Briscuso, Monmouth  
always appreciated and we hope to see you there.
Nicole Dorr
Sergeant-at-Arms

Region 3

Titessa D. Smith, Gloucester
Ray Rose, Gloucester
Greg Wolf, Salem

In Solidarity,
Nicole Dorr
Editor

Job Bands within the Probation Officer Title
By Ellen Cribbin, 1st VP Line Staff
In the last edition of the Insight I wrote about the history of our Senior Probation Officer titles and how that history affects us today. I wanted to follow up about the meeting that our leadership had with the Judiciary in order
to update job tasks that I spoke about. The Judiciary asked PANJ to identify job tasks within Senior Probation
Officer titles due to the removal of competency based promotions. Those meetings led the Judiciary to identify tasks that we perform that are specific to a PO, SPO and MPO. The Civil Service Commission has approved
changes to the bands. Since that approval the Judiciary has opened up promotional opportunities, through postings for Senior Probation Officers. If you are currently a Probation Officer we are strongly suggesting that you
apply for these competitive advancements. We are suggesting you apply for them even if it is not in the division
you work in, or a caseload that you are not familiar with.
Some of the most notable changes to our tasks are in the Probation Officer band. In the past only Senior Probation Officers could write reports for the court. If a Probation Officer was doing that task in the past no one made
an issue of it because at the 5 year mark we were competency based promoted into that higher SPO title. Another
notable change in the job bands from Senior Probation Officers to Probation Officer is now Probation Officers
can perform case management functions, which speaks directly to our Probation Officers working in a Criminal
Courtroom. In keeping with the change from Team Leaders in Criminal Courtrooms to Probation Officer’s in
Criminal Courtrooms is the addition of the task to the Probation Officer band is coordinating attorney’s availability or readiness for hearings, trials and other court events.
One addition that should be noted in the Senior Probation Officer job bands is that a SPO may now train
co-workers, in addition to advising team members of work in progress. Officers in the title of Senior Probation
Officer now also deal with a higher level complex case type such as an Officer assigned to a Drug Court caseload,
a UIFSA docket, or enforcement of Litigants Right’s Motions.
I know that reviewing our job band specifications can be time consuming and overwhelming when we question
assigned tasks. If you have questions please reach out to your Local President or Regional Vice Presidents. If you
feel you are working outside of your title, please reach out to one of your leaders so that we can walk you through
the process of a classification review.

OUR SAFETY ON-OFF SWITCH
By Glenn Guarino, Health & Safety Rep.
In the wake of the February 14th Florida school shooting, we are once again reminded of our vigilance. Being
aware of your surroundings is a necessary survival skill but it’s not an on-off switch.
Attention is what allows you to focus on a situation or task so that sensory input is processed in a meaningful
pattern. Concentration is the ability to consciously and purposefully direct and maintain your attention to a
particular object or activity over time. By concentrating, you make a point to avoid distractions that could disrupt your performance. At the same time, it is important to be able to switch attention to another subject when
necessary. A third term, awareness, refers to the sum total of knowledge about your surroundings afforded by
attention, concentration, and your sensory-perceptual faculties.
Ok! So all of that metaphysical and philosophical stuff is more talked about in a classroom than applied to our
daily work lives. To make it all simpler, we need to change the way we look at things. The things we hear, read
and see. We tend to be so focused on a task that we are working on, that we lose sight of our other senses. We
need to be more aware of our surroundings. This will require practice. This is something you will need to practice on a daily basis. Again, this is not an on-off switch. If you see or hear something or even feel uneasy about a
situation, don’t ignore it! Contact the appropriate individual regarding the situation. Your vigilance can make a
world of difference!
Have a happy, healthy and safe spring!

Why Millennials Should Lead the Next Labor Movement
Published in the New York Times July 13, 2017
By KASHANA CAULEY
I grew up in a household that neatly displayed its affiliations in the bathroom magazine rack. There were copies of Ebony,
Essence and Jet that my dad brought home from work so that we could be in touch with our blackness in magazine form,
and the union newsletters that explained why his job was worth having.
He worked on the assembly line at a car plant in southern Wisconsin, work that regularly sent him to the hospital for surgeries to drain extra fluid from his knees. But those procedures were covered by union-negotiated medical insurance, and
the time he had to miss work for them was handled by union-negotiated contractual provisions. Each time he healed, he
could go right back to the job he loved in order to provide for our family.
Memories of my dad’s union job feel like they belong in a museum, and that’s only partly because I’m talking about the
long-gone 1980s and ’90s. Many jobs added to the American economy these days not only come without unions but also
don’t even provide full-time employment. The lack of unionization has sent the bottom flying out of the middle class.
Workers are being deprived of the advantages my dad’s labor union negotiated for my family: wages that helped us save
for a down payment on a house after years of moving from apartment to apartment; health care that covered, in addition
to Dad’s knee surgeries, treatment for my sister’s asthma, my brother’s autism, my mother’s high blood pressure and Dad’s
early-onset prostate cancer.
After years of studying our bathroom’s stack of union publications, I grew enthralled with the existence of union negotiator
guys who looked just like my dad, dressed in the Midwestern anti-fashion of workboots and fleeces to guard against our
seemingly eternal winters. Though they dressed like my dad, they had knowledge he didn’t, until they shared it with him:
how to negotiate fair wages for his physically challenging job and how to avoid illegal and unreasonable work hours and
conditions.
Belonging to a union is a form of education that the current national political regime opposes and that states have been
working to weaken so that we are unable to be fairly compensated for our work. The dangers of not being able to receive
information about wages, hours and working conditions or the bargaining power that unions provide are legion.
As just one example, back in my native state of Wisconsin, after Gov. Scott Walker passed an anti-collective-bargaining law
that sharply curtailed unions’ right to fight on behalf of their workers, he was able to pass another law a few months later
that eliminated Wisconsin factory and retail workers’ right to weekends off. That doesn’t mean only that thousands of Wisconsinites have lost the right to relax on Saturdays and Sundays; it means also that their employers have gained the right to
force people to “volunteer” to work seven days a week or risk being let go. Zero guaranteed days off a week isn’t a system
that has been shown to increase either productivity or workplace morale; it just makes people miserable.
I belong to a union myself these days: the Writers Guild of America East, which recently avoided a strike and negotiated
more favorable health care coverage for its members. That success was a particularly noteworthy accomplishment in this
era when millions of people — many with employer-based plans — are rightly afraid of losing their health coverage.

Why Millennials Should Lead the Next Labor Movement Continued...
At a time when the government wants to disembowel public and private health care and when wages are on the
decline, our best recourse to these threats is to join existing unions or unionize ourselves.
The last big boom for American unions came during a period that resembles the present one: The Great Depression, like the ’08 recession, left workers deeply unsatisfied with wages and working conditions. Thanks to the
New Deal’s favorable collective bargaining legislation, Americans felt free to organize unions and petition their
employers for labor rights; there were 12 million labor union members by the end of World War II.
People like me, who have mental museums filled with memories of the stability that came with our parents’
union jobs, could be the perfect leaders of the next labor union renaissance. We millennials, many of whom
entered the work force during the last recession, have borne the brunt of the country’s recent decline in employment quality, with lower wages, diminishing benefits and the presence of noncompete clauses that hurt even
entry-level employees from finding subsequent jobs. We show higher support for unions than previous generations, and with good reason: Unionized employees typically enjoy better benefits and have made about 27 percent more than their non-unionized counterparts for roughly the last 15 years. The union newsletters my father
kept in our bathroom magazine rack may have faded, but their message — about the value of jobs that provide a
fair wage, reasonable conditions and the ability to care for a family — is as timely now as it ever was.

PANJ STORE IS OPEN!!!
CHECK OUT OUR FACEBOOK PAGE AND/OR
WEBSITE www.panj.org FOR THE LINK
ORDERING WILL BE DONE IN WAVES
ITEMS WILL BE CHANGED PERIODICALLY.
NEXT DUE DATE FOR ORDERS IS APRIL 8TH

On February 2, 2018 the Burlington Probation
Division Child Support Enforcement Unit
participated in the Vicinage’s Super Bowl Spirit
Day. It was a great way to boost morale and
allow staff to display their individuality
through team spirit. Employee Morale is not
simply a private sector idea, but good business
practice that should be the taken seriously in
both public and private sector management.
Employees should feel good about coming to
work and knowing that they are appreciated.
There are many facets to understanding what
motivates employees, but it is safe to assume
everyone wants to feel like they are valued and
appreciated. We work in an adversarial field,
but staff are not predisposed to be their
employer’s adversary. The Burlington Vicinage’s
Super Bowl Spirit Day was a great way to show
a commitment to employee morale and job
satisfaction. “It doesn’t cost anything to smile.”
By: Keenon Simmons, Southern Regional VP
PANJ Professional Supervisors Unit
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